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Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are currently one of the biggest risks any organization connected to the
Internet can face. Hence, the congestion handling techniques at the edge router(s), such as Active Queue
Management (AQM) schemes must take into account such attacks. Ideally, an AQM scheme should (a)
ensure that each network flow gets its fair share of bandwidth, and (b) identify attack flows so that cor-
rective actions (e.g. drop flooding traffic) can be explicitly taken against them to further mitigate the DoS
attacks. This paper presents a proof-of-concept work on devising such an AQM scheme, which we name
Deterministic Fair Sharing (DFS). Most of the existing AQM schemes do not achieve the above goals or
have significant room for improvement. DFS uses the concept of weighted fair share (wfs) that allows
it to dynamically self-adjust the router buffer usage based on the current level of congestion, while aiding
in identifying malicious flows. By using multiple data structures (a comprehensive repository and a
cache) for keeping state of legitimate and malicious flows, DFS is able to optimize its runtime perfor-
mance (e.g. higher bandwidth flows being handled by the cache). We demonstrate the performance
advantage of DFS via extensive simulation while comparing against other existing AQM techniques.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As widely evidenced, Denial of Service (DoS: regular as well as
distributed) is one of the most prominent attack mechanisms on
the Internet. In a recent study conducted by Radware and Ponemon
Institute that consisted of surveying 705 IT practitioners, it was
observed that 65% of the represented organizations suffered from
three DoS attacks on average in 2012 [1]. Their average downtime
lasted 54 min, resulting in an estimated cost of $22 K per minute,
including the loss in revenue, traffic and end user productivity [1].

As computer hardware becomes cheaper and social networking
becomes more accessible through the cyberspace, organization and
execution of such distributed attacks become significantly easier.
For example, botnets capable of performing DoS attacks of
throughput ranging from 10–100 Gbps can be rented on the Inter-
net for $200 per 24 h [2]. Moreover, the bandwidth used by these
attacks is constantly growing. In 2014, a DDoS attack approximat-
ing 400 Gbps was observed by CloudFlare [3].

In general, DoS attacks can be classified into two categories
depending on the layer of the OSI model they target: infrastruc-
ture-based attacks and application-based attacks. The former tar-
gets the layers 3 and 4 (i.e. network and transport layers) and
the latter targets the application layer. Infrastructure-based attacks
include SYN floods, UDP floods, ICMP floods, and IGMP floods,
while application-based attacks include HTTP/SSL GET and POST
floods, and NTP floods. Quarterly reports by Prolexic for the last
several years show that DDoS attacks on the network infrastruc-
ture (Layer 3 and 4) far surpassed those that occurred on the appli-
cation layer [4–6]. During the first quarter of 2014, over 87% of
DDoS attacks were focused on the network infrastructure with
UDP floods being one of the most popular attacks [6].

Congestion based attacks still dominate the denial of service
landscape. Arbor Networks report that 61% of DDoS attacks
observed by their survey respondents in 2014 were congestion
based (the remaining included state-exhaustion and application
layer attacks) [7]. Academia and the Industry have performed con-
siderable amount of work towards understanding and mitigating
network congestion based DoS attacks [8,9]. Active Queue Manage-
ment (AQM) techniques are one of the most prominent approaches
used for this purpose. Major network equipment providers includ-
ing Cisco [10], Juniper [11] and Huawei [12] offer built-in support
for several of them.

In this work, we design a novel congestion identification and
mitigation technique that works at the infrastructure level. It aims
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to (a) ensure that each network flow gets its fair share of band-
width, and (b) identify attack flows so that corrective actions
(e.g. drop flooding traffic) can be explicitly taken against them. In
particular, we develop an AQM technique called Deterministic Fair
Sharing (DFS) that maintains per-flow state such that DoS attack
traffic can be precisely identified and effectively mitigated while
ensuring fairness.

Internet traffic can be broadly categorized into two major cate-
gories. The first category consists of flows that are inherently
responsive in nature. That is, when they observe congestion due
to packet loss or receive Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)
[13] marked packets, they reduce their sending rate. Examples of
these include flows that use TCP as their transport protocol. They
are known as responsive flows. The second category consists of
flows that do not respond to congestion notifications. That is, they
do not change their sending rates when they observe a packet loss
or an ECN marked packet. Examples of these include flows that use
UDP as their transport protocol. They are known as unresponsive
flows.
1.1. Attacks

DoS attack flows can be defined as: (i) the set of unresponsive
flows that use more than their fair share of the bandwidth; (ii)
the set of responsive flows that do respond to congestion notifica-
tions, but not in a fair manner. Examples include flows using a
hacked version of the TCP protocol with the intent to make the
flows behave selfishly (or unresponsively); and (iii) the set of
responsive flows that originate from a single client where their
cumulative share is more than the fair share per client. In this case,
the attacker generates a number of parallel fair TCP connections to
the target server with the intent to use a major portion of the band-
width as a whole. Examples include download accelerator tools
that create multiple parallel connections to a target server request-
ing for the same file (different parts) in order to increase the client
download speed.
1.2. Main idea

Prior research at large focused on using heuristic and probabi-
listic measures for creating AQM techniques. Choosing such mea-
sures give the benefit of low operational overhead, at the
expense of fairness. DFS uses a deterministic approach to address
router-based congestion and therefore is able to provide higher
fairness. By using multiple data structures, DFS is able to reduce
its operational overhead.

DFS keeps track of incoming traffic on a per-flow basis. By per-
forming such granular analysis, it is able to provide a higher degree
of fairness to well-behaved flows and accurately identify and throt-
tle misbehaving flows by either dropping their packets or marking
them using ECN (see Fig. 1).

To reduce its operational expense, DFS uses two kinds of data
structures to manage per-flow information. Most of the flows,
including all responsive flows (e.g. TCP flows), are stored in a com-
prehensive repository. In this paper we use an in-memory B-tree
data structure for this purpose. B-tree is chosen since it can have
a large fan-out while bounding its height. This in turn helps in
reducing the maximum time required in retrieving or updating a
stored flow. Flows marked as unfair (e.g. high bandwidth UDP
flows) tend to require a higher frequency of updates and are stored
separately in an array of fixed size that acts as a cache, for faster
access. It should be noted that the fairness, attack identification
and mitigation capabilities provided by DFS are not tied with the
data structures it uses. B-tree is just one of many data structures
that can be used for storing flow states.
Motivation: This work explores the feasibility of the following
objectives:

� The potential of handling per-flow processing in modern rou-
ters. Per-flow processing techniques can provide unique bene-
fits such as guaranteed bandwidth for legitimate flows and
zero miss-classification of such flows as malicious. It can also
ensure accurate identification of DoS attack traffic so that cor-
rective actions can be taken explicitly against them [14]. This
is necessary since such attacks are primarily performed with
malicious intent and they most often lead to tangible economic
damage to their victims [1]. Moreover, newer DoS defense tech-
niques should not only focus on attack mitigation but also on
explicit identification of malicious flows (e.g. [15]).
� Use of efficient data structures and approaches for storing state

or managing lookup tables [16–18].

Note that a shorter and preliminary version of this work has been
published in [19].
2. Related work

AQM techniques can be broadly classified in two categories
based on the type of traffic they can handle. The first category aims
to provide fairness when the incoming traffic consists of only
responsive flows (e.g. TCP flows). Typical techniques include RED
[20], BLUE [21], and AVQ [22]. The second category aims to provide
fairness when the incoming traffic consists of both responsive and
unresponsive flows (e.g. TCP and UDP flows). Well known tech-
niques include CHOKe [23], SFB [24], RED-PD [25], and FRED [26].

Dischinger et al. [27] studied the deployment of RED in residen-
tial broadband networks. Their study consisted of 1894 broadband
hosts from 11 cable and DSL providers in North America and
Europe. They observed that 26.2% of the DSL hosts demonstrated
a RED-style drop policy on their upstream queues. Moreover, the
three providers owned by AT&T (i.e., Ameritech, BellSouth, and
PacBell) exhibited deployment rates ranging from 50.3% to 60.5%.

Random Early Detection (RED) estimates the level of congestion
in the router’s buffer and drops packets accordingly by maintaining
an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of the queue
length. One of the limitations of RED is that it requires significant
parameter tuning to obtain optimal results. Several techniques
have been proposed to address this limitation. Adaptive RED
(ARED) [28] and its revisions [29,30] extend the effectiveness of
RED by allowing the RED parameters to be dynamically self-
adjusted based on traffic load. BLUE [21] uses link utilization and
packet loss information to handle buffer congestion instead of
monitoring the queue length. Another limitation of RED includes
its incapability to provide fairness against unresponsive flows. Var-
ious AQM techniques have been proposed that are based on (or
function with) RED and aim to address this limitation. Examples
include FRED, CHOKe, xCHOKe [31], RECHOKe [32], StoRED [33],
RRED [34], and RED-PD. Zhang et al. propose CPR (Congestion Par-
ticipation Rate) [15], a metric and a congestion control technique
that can be deployed in routers to identify and mitigate low-rate
distributed DoS (LDDoS) attacks. It requires RED as part of its
operation.

Random Exponential Marking (REM) [35] measures congestion
by a quantity defined as price, instead of performance measures
like loss, delay or queue length. AVQ uses a virtual queue that sim-
ulates the router buffer. If the virtual queue overflows, then the
incoming packet either ECN-marked or discarded. CHOKe is a
stateless technique that also tries to handle unresponsive flows.
For each incoming packet at a congested router, a random packet
is chosen from the router queue and if they both belong to the
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Fig. 1. A router running DFS, our proposed AQM technique. Per-flow state of high-bandwidth malicious flows are stored in a cache while state of others are stored in a
comprehensive repository. Incoming traffic is observed for fairness before it is allowed through the buffer.
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same flow, both are dropped. CHOKe modifies the packet headers
during its operation. Schemes such as xCHOKe and RECHOKe have
also been proposed to improve upon CHOKe. However, they all
require additional storage space in the form of a lookup table to
keep track of high bandwidth flows. Yamaguchi and Takahashi
[36] propose PUNSI (Penalizing UNresponsive flows with Stateless
Information) which aims to improve upon CHOKe. They identified
that during the beginning of congestion, the packets from an unre-
sponsive flow are accumulated more towards the tail of the buffer
than its head. Since CHOKe performs its packet section by assum-
ing a uniform distribution of packets in the buffer, it is unable to
penalize unresponsive flows effectively.

Alvarez-Flores et al. [37] propose a congestion control
mechanism called Drop-Sel to be applied to AQM schemes, which
performs selective packet dropping based on the class of incoming
traffic (real-time UDP flows (VoIP), non-real-time UDP flows and
TCP flows). They use QoS and QoE for their performance assess-
ment on VoIP flows. Chan et al. [38] propose an active buffer man-
agement scheme aimed towards improving the QoS of multimedia
traffic by reducing congestion by detecting and dropping packets in
multimedia streams with high jitter. They classify traffic into TCP
and UDP and use RED for controlling TCP traffic and use jitter
detection (JD their proposed solution) for controlling UDP traffic.

Stochastic Fair Blue (SFB), an extension of BLUE, uses bloom fil-
ters to maintain states for all flows by mapping them to a set of
bins. Since more than one flow can be mapped to a set of bins,
SFB is prone to misclassification of legitimate flows as being
malicious. Stochastic RED (StoRED), based on RED, keeps track of
individual flows by using a time-varying hash function to map
flows to different counting bins. Since it uses hash functions for
identification of individual flows, StoRED is also prone to misclassi-
fication of flows in congestion scenarios.

RED with Preferential Dropping (RED-PD) identifies high band-
width flows by using the RED drop history. However, RED-PD
suffers from the possibility of misclassification of responsive flows
as being unresponsive, and may fail to identify unresponsive flows.
Flow Random Early Drop (FRED) is a state-full technique that keeps
track of flows whose packets are currently traversing the router
buffer. When the buffer is small and the malicious flows cannot
have at least one packet in the buffer at all given times, FRED is
unable to identify them as malicious. Core-Stateless Fair Queuing
(CSFQ) [39] functions by categorizing routers in a network into
two types: one consisting of boundary routers and the other
forming the core of a network as island routers (similar to an ISP
network). The boundary routers add additional information in
the headers of incoming packets that are then assessed by island
routers to perform preferential dropping to enforce fairness. This
approach requires packet header modification to include an extra
field. Moreover, the routers present in an island are required to
be modified to act on this extra field information. A similar frame-
work is proposed in [40] which distributes different bookkeeping
functions between access (edge) routers and core routers to pro-
vide per sender fairness and handle congestion based DDoS
attacks.
Table 1 provides a comprehensive comparison of various tech-
niques with DFS. The second column illustrates the amount of state
these techniques require to store. The terms si, spr, di, dpr, and pid
denote source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port, and
protocol ID, respectively and they together represent the kind of
flow information stored. Techniques marked as ‘‘�’’ do not explic-
itly mention their flow classification information. Those marked
as ‘‘�’’ require a change in existing infrastructure or modify packet
headers.

3. Deterministic Fair Sharing (DFS)

We begin our discussion of DFS by providing an overview of our
approach. We then explain our algorithm in detail and provide a
mathematical analysis. It should be noted that this AQM technique
is not network-specific and is applicable whenever the following
assumptions hold:

� The network router under consideration is able to process the
packet headers of all incoming packets. It is able to keep per
flow state for all active flows traversing through it. That is, the
network bandwidth is the bottleneck of the system and not
the packet processing speed. Most router manufacturers now
offer per-flow state maintaining capabilities (e.g. NetFlow
[41]), J-Flow [42] and NetStream [43]).
� The router has no knowledge of whether the flow is coming

from the attacker or a legitimate user. Its belief on the legiti-
macy of the flow decreases with the increase of unfairness in
its flow rate.
� We do not consider the case where an attacker might spoof the

source address uniquely for each packet in a single flow. In the
case that the spoofed source address is same for the entire flow
the defense mechanism would act the same as if there were no
spoofing. Spoofing can be avoided by using anti-spoofing
methods such as [44], ingress filtering [45] or link-layer security
protocols [46,47].
� We do not address a perfect DDoS attack that is created by using

a large number of flows where each flow by itself is responsible
and fair. In particular, we consider attacks as discussed in
Section 1.1.

3.1. Overview

An ideal AQM technique is one that is able to identify each and
every malicious flow when it behaves so. To ensure least damage,
which includes denial of service for legitimate flows, it should drop
all incoming traffic from the malicious flows, while protecting
legitimate flows. It should not misclassify legitimate flows as mali-
cious. Moreover, while allowing no incoming packets from mali-
cious flows into the buffer, it should also be able to acknowledge
their change in behavior if they become legitimate in the future.
In case of no attack, an ideal AQM technique should be able to pro-
vide a high degree of fairness among competing legitimate flows
while maintaining overall queue stability. Keeping per-flow state



Table 1
Comparison of existing congestion control techniques. The terms si, spr, di, dpr, and pid denote source IP, source port, destination IP,
destination port, and protocol ID respectively.

Techniques Stores flow state? Robust to UDP-based DoS? Guarantees fair share
to legitimate flows?

RED No No No
ARED No No No
BLUE No No No
AVQ No No No
FRED All flows in buffer (si, spr, di, dpr, pid) Yes No
CHOKe⁄ No Yes No
xCHOKe⁄,� High bandwidth flows Yes No
RECHOKe� High bandwidth flows Yes No
RED-PD High bandwidth flows (si, spr, di, dpr, pid) Yes No
SFB No Yes No
StoRED No Yes No
NetFence⁄ Per-(sender, bottleneck link) (access routers) Yes Yes
CSFQ⁄ All flows (edge routers) (si, di) Yes Yes
RRED No No No
CPR All flows (si, spr, di, dpr, pid) No No
DFS Per-flow (si, di) Yes Yes
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is one such approach that makes it possible to achieve the afore-
mentioned goals.

In this work we aim to build an AQM scheme that tries to meet
the above ideal requirements while minimizing overhead. In case
of no attack, the incoming traffic consists of only legitimate flows,
that is, responsive (TCP) flows and unresponsive (UDP) flows
within a fair rate.

TCP uses a feedback control algorithm known as additive-
increase/multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) that makes these TCP
flows highly sensitive to packet drops. Hence to ensure high degree
of fairness among such competing flows, the packet drop (or ECN
mark) decisions should be evaluated for each incoming packet,
for each incoming flow. Dividing the available buffer space fairly
among all incoming flows does not always guarantee an optimal
solution. This is because if all flows were to use their fair buffer
share, the buffer would always remain full. This would lead to
higher latency and make the buffer unable to handle surges/fluctu-
ations in incoming traffic. Moreover, it could lead to situations
where packets from many flows will not be accepted even if the
buffer has available empty space.

Thus an AQM technique is required to share the buffer fairly
among all competing flows, while ensuring that the queue length
always remains stable. Moreover, the buffer should not be under-
utilized or overflown. To obtain these properties, we propose the
concept of weighted fair share (wfs).

wfs determines the fair buffer share for each competing flow by
using a scaling factor that is based on the available empty buffer
space. It is a dynamic value that is updated for each incoming
packet and is used to decide whether this packet should be allowed
or dropped. It is defined as:

wfs ¼ b
n
� 100

qp
� 1

 !
ð1Þ

Here qp is the instantaneous current queue length (q) in percentage.
That is, at a given time if the queue is half filled, then qp is 50. Router
buffer capacity is represented by b and n denotes the total number
of active flows. The first factor of wfs that is ‘‘b=n’’ represents the fair
share of buffer that each flow is allowed to have. It aids in providing
fairness among competing flows. The second factor ‘‘ð100=qpÞ � 1’’
is a scaling factor that assigns a dynamic weight to the fair share
of buffer (b=n). It helps in stabilizing the queue and preventing it
from being full at all times, thus reducing latency.

Since wfs is evaluated for each incoming packet and uses the
instantaneous queue length, it is able to dynamically self-adjust
to provide queue stability and fairness. For example, if the current
queue length is low, the scaling factor assigns a higher weight to
the fair share of buffer allowed to a single flow. Hence, DFS behaves
leniently and encourages the flows to have higher bandwidth. As a
consequence, the current queue length begins to increase and
weight assigned by the scaling factor begins to reduce, that in turn
reduces the queue length. This self-adjusting behavior ensures
queue stability and fairness. In particular, wfs ensures that the
mean of the instantaneous queue length is always below the over-
all buffer capacity. However, because wfs is computed for each
incoming packet, a high variance in the instantaneous queue
length is observed. To smoothen the queue length and to reduce
its high variance, DFS uses the exponential weighted moving aver-
age (EWMA) of wfs.

To ensure that the above properties of fairness and stability are
met even during an attack, DFS maintains a variable called pm for
each flow that indicates its behavior. Higher pm is assigned to
higher unfair behavior by a particular flow.

An ideal AQM technique is also required to observe the change
in behavior of the identified malicious flows, so that it can unmark
them if they become legitimate in the future. Techniques that only
look at the buffer usage to identify malicious flows and provide
fairness need to allow some traffic from these identified malicious
flows through the buffer in order to keep track of their behavior.
Thus these approaches can only reach to a certain degree of fair-
ness. In case of congestion based DoS attacks, allowing such traffic
(even if limited in nature) can still cause the attack to succeed if the
cumulative traffic from malicious flows becomes high.

To address this situation, DFS keeps track of the bitrates of the
identified malicious flows. This allows it to monitor their behavior
while allowing no traffic from them into the buffer. Since DFS
already maintains per-flow state, keeping track of bitrates for a
subset of flows does not add any significant cost. The extra cost
consists of one add operation per packet and one division opera-
tion over a period of time.

3.2. Algorithm

DFS performs a series of operations before an incoming packet
enters the buffer as well as after it leaves. These are defined by
two functions namely Enque and Deque.

For each incoming packet p, the following three attributes are
extracted: a) fidp, b) timep and c) sizep. Here fidp represents the flow
ID used to uniquely identify flows. It consists of the sender and
receiver’s IP addresses and port numbers. In this paper DFS uses
the IP addresses of the source and destination for identification
of flows. Port numbers are not used as part of the definition so that
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multiple TCP flows belonging to the same source address can be
accounted for together. This can help in preventing attacks where
an attacker creates multiple parallel TCP connections from a single
node to a target victim with the motive to use more than their fair
share of the bottleneck bandwidth. However DFS readily applicable
to scenarios where flows are identified using the sender and recei-
ver’s IP addresses and port numbers. Attributes timep and sizep rep-
resent the packet timestamp and size respectively.

For each flow stored, DFS maintains a series of attributes that
are defined in Table 2. The behavior of a particular flow is deter-
mined by its pm value which denotes its degree of unfairness. A
flow is observed as unfair if its space in buffer (sz) exceeds the
weighted fair share (wfs) at a given instance. When this occurs
the value of pm is increased and ptime which denotes when pm

was last updated is changed to current time.
DFS uses a set of parameters to evaluate and adjust pm. The vari-

ables di and dd represent the values by which pm can be incre-
mented and decremented. Two thresholds minth and maxth bound
the minimum and maximum values pm can attain. These parame-
ters together model the sensitivity of DFS towards high bandwidth
flows. Using higher values for di makes DFS more aggressive
towards high bandwidth flows, whereas using higher values of dd

makes it more lenient. The variable freeze time (similar to the
one used by [21]) represents a time period to wait before pm is
updated again. This time gap allows for the effect of such changes
to be reflected back to the sender before the pm is updated again.
Hence its value should be based on the RTTs of flows multiplexed
together. If a flow is observed as unfair for longer durations, its pm

value eventually reaches the maxth and it is marked as malicious by
setting their Boolean mark. To punish malicious flows, DFS drops
all incoming packets from these flows. Doing so gives DFS the
opportunity to waste no bandwidth on malicious flows.

DFS also provides malicious flows the ability to correct their
behavior in future. Since DFS does not allow any packets from
marked malicious flows in the queue, to determine when these
Table 2
Notation table.

Flow (i) variables
fidi Flow ID (sender IP)
szi Space occupied by flow in buffer
pmi

Flow unfairness indicator
ptimei

Timestamp when pm was last updated
marki Boolean for marking flow as malicious
storebri

Boolean to store flow bitrate
bri Stored flow bitrate

DFS parameters (with default value)
maxth Maximum pm threshold (=1)
minth Minimum pm threshold (=0)
di pm increment value (=0.04)
dd pm decrement value (=0.04)
freeze time Time to wait before updating pm (=10 ms)
tolerance factor A factor used to identify trending flows (=3)
b Beta scaling factor for EWMA of wfs (=0.05)
prune interval Frequency of executing the Prune function (=1 h)

Miscellaneous functions
Allow(p) Allow packet p to enter the queue
Drop(p) Drop packet p
ECN-Mark(p) ECN mark packet p (if ECN support is enabled)
EWMA(wfs) Return EWMA of wfs based on b
ResetFlow(i) Reset flow i’s: szi;marki; bri; storebri

to 0; and pmi
to minth

InsertNewFlow(p) Insert a new flow i in B-tree with fidi and szi matching
the incoming packet p

Prune(last prune) Delete flow entries from data structures that have not
been updated since time last prune
marked flows become good again, DFS keeps track of their bitrates.
Thus in future if these flows reduce their bitrates to fair rates, DFS
can identify the same and unmark them. The Boolean storebr deter-
mines the flows whose bitrates are to be stored. The attribute br
holds the stored bitrate (if storebr is set). If one is not interested
in this feature, then keeping track of bitrates of malicious flows
can be disabled and it would not affect the other operations of DFS.

Algorithm 1. Enque operation.

1: procedure ENQUE(p) . p is incoming packet
2: if q P b then
3: Drop(p)
4: if matching flow i found in Cache or B-tree then
5: if ProcessPacketAndDecide(p; i) then
6: Drop(p)
7: else
8: szi  szi þ sizep

9: Allow(p)
10: if pmi

6 minth & flow i 2 Cache then
11: move flow i to B-tree
12: else if pmi

P maxth & flow i 2 B-tree then
13: move flow i to Cache
14: else
15: InsertNewFlow(p)
16: end procedure

The Enque function is illustrated in Algorithm 1 and uses sym-
bols defined in Table 2. During this operation, the fidp of each incom-
ing packet is extracted and the B-tree and Cache are search in
sequence for any potential matches. Since these two data structures
are mutually exclusive in terms of flows stored, if a match is found in
Cache, then the B-tree is not searched. If a match is found, then the
corresponding flow is updated and it is determined whether the cur-
rent packet should be allowed through the buffer or not. This action
is performed by the ProcessPacketAndDecide function. If the
packet is to be allowed, then the value of the matching flow i’s size
in buffer (szi) is incremented by the packet’s size (sizep). Similarly,
when the packet is dequeued from the buffer, the Deque function
decrements szi by sizep.

Flows are shifted between the B-tree and Cache based on
their behavior – which is defined by the value of their pm. If a
flow is found in B-tree and has pm ¼ maxth, it is moved to Cache
since it is a high bandwidth flow. If a flow is found in Cache and
has pm ¼ minth, it is moved to B-tree since this particular flow
has changed from being malicious to a legitimate one. If the
fidp of the incoming packet does not match with any flow in
B-tree or Cache, a new flow entry with matching fidp is made
in the B-tree.

For deletion of inactive flows from the Cache and B-tree, the
Purge operation is performed periodically as illustrated in
Algorithm 2. Its execution frequency can be adjusted by the vari-
able prune interval. During each operation, Purge deletes all flows
that were not updated since it was last run. Since a flow is only
updated when it transmits a packet, this operation ensures that
inactive flows are effectively deleted.

Algorithm 2. Purge operation.

1: if current time� last prune > prune interval then
2: Prune(last prune)
3: last prune ¼ current time
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Algorithm 3. ProcessPacketAndDecide operation.

1: procedure PROCESSPACKETANDDECIDEðp; iÞ
2: bool drop false
3: time gap timep � ptimei

4: if pmi
6 minth þ ðtolerance factor � diÞ then

5: if szi >EWMA(wfs) then
6: ECN-Mark(p)
7: if time gap > freeze time then
8: storebri

 1
9: pmi

 pmi
þ di

10: ptimei
 timep

11: else if szi ¼ 0 then
12: pmi

 pmi
� dd

13: ptimei
 timep

14: if pmi
6 minth then

15: ResetFlow(i)
16: else
17: ECN-Mark(p)
18: if marki then
19: drop true
20: if time gap > freeze time & storebri

– 0 then
21: if bri > fairbitrate then
22: delta factor  bri=fairbitrate

23: pmi
 pmi

þ ðdelta factor � diÞ
24: else
25: delta factor  fairbitrate=bri

26: pmi
 pmi

� ðdelta factor � ddÞ
27: ptimei

 timep

28: if pmi
> maxth then

29: marki  1
30: return drop . drop ¼ true means p to be dropped
31: end procedure

The ProcessPacketAndDecide function determines whether
the current incoming packet should be allowed or dropped. This
decision primarily depends on the current value of the identified
flow’s pm, its size in buffer and whether it has already been marked
as malicious. This function is illustrated in Algorithm 3 using sym-
bols defined in Table 2.

If a flow’s pm has incremented monotonically multiple times (in
particular tolerance factor times) in a sequence, then it’s packet is
ECN marked to notify the sender, its pm is incremented by di and
its bitrate is stored. If the flow’s size in buffer is less than the
EWMA of wfs, then their packet is allowed. If it is zero, then its
pm is reset. DFS ensures that pm of a flow is only incremented if
the time since it was last updated is longer than the freeze time.
This setup ensures that responsive flows (senders) get sufficient
time to receive the congestion notifications and the opportunity
to reduce their sending rates. Hence, fairness among responsive
flows is ensured by this step.

If the pm has incremented more than the tolerance factor times
in a sequence, it indicates that the flow is deviating from its
responsive behavior. This is so because, DFS allows a minimum
of freeze time gaps between pm increments. This indicates that
the sender did not respond to congestion notifications for at least
tolerance factor � freeze time duration. We call these flows as
trending flows since they have not yet been identified as either
malicious or responsive. DFS keeps track of these flows by storing
their bitrates. By storing their bitrates DFS get the opportunity to
precisely adjust their pm based on their degree of deviation from
the fair rate. That is, instead of incrementing their pm by di, it is
incremented by delta factor times di. The value of this delta factor
is directly proportional to difference between the flow’s bitrate
and the fair rate. By providing such control, DFS is able to increase
the pm of high bandwidth trending flows quicker. This in turn
allows in faster identification of malicious flows. Higher value of
tolerance factor make DFS more lenient towards the trending flows,
thus reducing the number of flow bitrates to keep track of. How-
ever, it also increases the time required to identify malicious flows.

If the trending or identified malicious flows begin to reduce their
sending rates beyond the fair rate, then their pm is decremented
accordingly. When their pm reaches minth, DFS stops storing their
bitrates and the formerly identified malicious flows are unmarked.
4. Analysis

We aim to analytically evaluate two kinds of complexities: (a)
computation complexity, where we explain the operational costs
and, (b) space complexity, where we show the amount of space
DFS requires. We also evaluate correctness, where we show that
DFS achieves its intended results.

4.1. Computational complexity

4.1.1. Primitive operations
Let the maximum number of flows traversing the router at any

given point of time be n ¼ nB þ nC , where nB and nC are the total
number of flows stored in B-tree and Cache respectively. This is
constrained by the router memory size. During normal run, we
assume that there are no malicious flows, and hence all flows are
in B-tree and no flows are in the Cache.

The search, insert or delete in B-tree takes time of Oðt � logtnBÞ
whereas OðtÞ is the intra-node search time, when t is the order of
the tree. Note that t acts as a parameter – higher value of t implies
lower number of levels in the tree, i.e., fewer nodes are required to
traverse to search a key (i.e. OðlogtnBÞ node traversals). On the
other hand, this also implies more keys (which is of OðtÞ) are stored
per node that leads to higher intra-node search time.

During attack scenarios both B-tree and Cache tend to get pop-
ulated by flows. The Cache being a fixed size array has a time com-
plexity for each of search, insert and delete of OðnCÞ. We envision
that in most scenarios nC would be of the same order of size as a
B-tree node, i.e. OðtÞ.

A fixed size array is used as a cache, so that the search time, and
space can be bounded and optimized. Having a shorter array size
implies that malicious flows stored in it can be accessed faster,
when compared to B-tree. Flows that use more than their fair share
and are unresponsive to congestion notifications are identified as
malicious and moved to the Cache. Since these flows send more
packets when compared to legitimate flows, using the Cache for
keeping their state reduces the cost of DFS.

4.1.2. Overall operational complexity
First, we highlight the costs when there is no ongoing attack.
Incoming Packet Processing: We begin by searching the Cache

for a flow match. If the flow is not found, then the B-tree is
searched instead. If the flow is not found in either of them, then
a new flow is inserted. Therefore, each incoming packet can take
time of the order OðnCÞ to OðnCÞ þ Oðt � logtnBÞ depending on where
the flow is stored. That means, in the worst case, the complexity of
one packet processing is as follows:

OðnCÞ þ Oðt � logtnBÞ ð2Þ

Inserting a new flow in B-tree requires Oðt � logtnBÞ time. However,
since B-tree is searched after Cache; assuming nC is of OðtÞ, the total
cost is time of Oðt � logtnBÞ.



Fig. 2. Buffer occupancy of ith flow in congestion avoidance mode.
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The above complexity holds when the Cache size is of the same
order of size as a B-tree node. If a different order is set, following is
the overall operational complexity. Let us consider that the Cache
can store (t � a) number of flows where a B-tree node can store t
number of flows. Thus, when a is less than the height of the B-tree,
the overall operational complexity of each incoming packet
remains the same (as discussed above). Otherwise, the total cost
becomes Oðt � aÞ.

There is a tradeoff that is determined by a. If a is too low, then
the potential Cache size becomes small and the likelihood of it
being able to store all malicious flows becomes less. We assume
that the number of malicious flows are limited in nature and will
fit in Cache. On the other hand, if a is too high, the potential Cache
size becomes large and the likelihood of underutilizing the Cache
space becomes high.

Outgoing Packet Processing: For each outgoing packet the
B-tree is searched first. This is done because DFS does not allow
any packets to enter the queue from flows that are marked mali-
cious. Since the malicious flows are stored in Cache and no packets
from these flows enter the buffer, the outgoing packet consists of
flows that are stored in the B-tree. Thus the time complexity for
each outgoing packet is Oðt � logtnBÞ. The operations defined under
‘‘Miscellaneous functions’’ in Table 2 (other than InsertNewFlow)
take time of constant order.

Inactive Flow Record Deletion Cost: Flows that have not
received any packets since the last prune interval period are
deleted from either the B-tree or the Cache. This step ensures that
the data structures only contain active flows and prevents the
B-tree from growing indefinitely. Each Prune operation consists
of traversing the data structures and deleting the inactive flows.
B-tree has a traversal complexity of OðnBÞ and delete complexity
of Oðt � logtnBÞ. Therefore the worst case complexity of pruning
B-tree is OðnB � t � logtnBÞ. Since the Cache is fixed in size, its worst
case complexity is OðnCÞ. It should be noted that the Prune opera-
tion is run once every prune interval and not for each incoming
packet.

Additional Operational Cost under Attack: Once a flow is iden-
tified as malicious, it is moved from B-tree to the Cache for faster
access. A move operation requires 1 delete in B-tree and 1 insert
operation in Cache, thus taking a total time of OðnCÞ +
Oðt � logtnBÞ. Once shifted, the total lookup time of traffic from
the attacking flows is reduced from Oðt � logtnBÞ to OðnCÞ, thus
improving performance. Moreover, since DFS does not allow any
traffic from such flows into the buffer, there is no outgoing packet
processing overhead for such flows.

4.2. Space complexity

The number of flows stored per node in B-tree is of the order t.
We envision the Cache such that it can store flows of the same
order (t). This ensures that the Cache’s space complexity is similar
to a single B-tree node. If the space required for storing one flow is
si bytes, then the Cache size would be sC ¼ nC � si ¼ t � si bytes. B-
tree uses space of OðnBÞ. The byte size of B-tree is sB ¼ nB � t � si. If
the total memory (that houses the Cache and B-tree) available
for storing flows is M bytes, then the height of the B-tree will be
h ¼ logt

M
si
� t

� �
, when the order is t.

4.3. Correctness

DFS aims to provide two kinds of fairness. One being the fair
and equal usage of the router buffer among all legitimate flows,
and the other being fair and equal bottleneck link bandwidth
usage. That is, if a router queue stabilizes at qs KB, and the number
of legitimate flows sharing the queue are n, then each flow gets qs

n
KB of the queue on average over time. In steady state, this leads
to each flow getting Rp

n throughput, where Rp is the bottleneck link’s
total bandwidth capacity.

The following proof sketch shows that DFS is able to guarantee
fair buffer share (with high likelihood as explained in Section 4.3.1)
for each legitimate flow. DFS uses the concept of weighted fair
share (wfs) to monitor and adjust the buffer usage of each flow.
For each incoming packet, DFS compares the size of the flow in buf-
fer corresponding to that packet with wfs. If the size of that flow is
greater than wfs the packet is ECN marked. This allows DFS to
ensure fairness when the traffic only consists of responsive TCP
flows. Based on Eq. (1) (that represents wfs), it can be observed that
as the percentage of queue length (q) increases, the buffer share
per flow reduces. On the other hand, when q reduces, each flow
is allowed more share of the buffer. This self-adjusting property
of DFS ensures fairness among TCP flows and queue stability.

The effectiveness of DFS in self-adjusting the overall queue
length of the router buffer can be demonstrated using the follow-
ing example. If the queue is 20% full, then based on Eq. (1), we
can observe that DFS behaves leniently and allows 4 times the fair
buffer share for each flow. This encourages the flows to increase
their sending rates, which eventually increases the overall queue
length. When the queue length increases more than half the router
buffer, DFS takes a stricter policy and dynamically reduces the fair
share of buffer per flow. For example, if the queue is 80% full, then
DFS only allows a quarter of the actual fair buffer share per flow,
which makes the flows lower their sending rates, which eventually
reduces the queue length. Thus, DFS is able to self-adjust the queue
length by dynamically changing the allowed fair buffer share per
flow, for each incoming packet.

4.3.1. Worst-case scenario for the buffer fair share
Let us quantify the impact resulting from the DFS policy. Refer-

ring to Eq. (1), strictly speaking, we cannot guarantee the per-flow
share to be ideal, i.e., the 1=nth part of the buffer where n is the total
number of flows. Nevertheless, DFS exploits the multiplicity factor
of the flows appearing simultaneously. Basically, DFS allows more
room to a flow expecting that some other flows are not using their
full share at the same point of time. Although in the worst case, we
will not be able to give fair share to some unlucky flows, below we
show that probability for the worst case is very low. We follow a
similar methodology as the seminal work in [48].

Fig. 2 shows the buffer occupancy of the ith flow when it is in
congestion avoidance mode. In this figure it can be observed that
as the sender increases its congestion window, the buffer occu-
pancy of its flow (Xbi

) also begins to increase (from point A). This
occurs until the Xbi

hits the wfs limit, after which a segment is
dropped or ECN marked from that flow by DFS. This leads the sen-
der to reduce its congestion window by half and wait until it gets
the acknowledgments for the outstanding packets. This waiting
time period (i.e. one RTT [48]) is shown by BC, during which the
Xbi

declines, until the sender gets acknowledgment for the packets
it is waiting for. Then, the sender begins to send packets again
which then increase Xbi

similarly.



Fig. 4. Network topology in NS2.

Table 4
Link statistics for the experiment with single UDP Flow with CBR.

AQM Queue stats. Link stats.

Avg. delay (ms) S.D. delay (ms) Avg. length (KB) Utilization

DFS 10.9 2.7 61 1
SFB 12.3 4.2 69 0.9996
RED 9.7 4.6 55 1
FRED 35.4 1.3 199 1
SFQ 32.3 11.0 182 1
PI 35.5 0.3 199 1
BLUE 15.7 7.8 88 0.9989

AQM Packet loss (Mbps) Throughput (Kbps)

UDP All
TCP

Total UDP TCP
avg.

TCP
S.D.

Jain’s Index
(TCP)

DFS 45.01 0 45.01 0 113 16.2 0.98
SFB 44.84 0.28 45.12 160 112 18.8 0.97
RED 11.06 3.46 14.52 33,955 27 16.5 0.73
FRED 44.56 6.87 51.43 450 111 15.0 0.98
SFQ 43.12 7.17 50.29 1890 107 31.4 0.92
PI 7.81 2.41 10.22 37,191 19 11.6 0.74
BLUE 18.01 0 18.01 27,006 45 15.3 0.90
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We assume that BC is very small when compared to the size of
AB. The buffer occupancy of flow i at any point of time can be con-
sidered to follow an Uniform distribution as:

Xbi
� [ 0;

k � b
n

� �
ð3Þ

Here, k represents the scaling factor in Eq. (1) which can be also
represented as:

k ¼ b
q
� 1 ð4Þ

We below derive the mean and variance of the dynamic queue
length (q). For simplicity we assume that the traffic consists of only
TCP flows that are in steady state (i.e. congestion avoidance mode).

The overall drop probability due to buffer overflow is:

Pr q > b½ � ¼ Pr

X
Xbi

> b
h i

ð5Þ

Let Xb represent the sum of all Xbi
’s (that means Xb is q).

Xb ¼ Xb1
þ Xb2

þ � � � þ Xbn ð6Þ

From the basic rules of probability, we get the following:

EðXbÞ ¼ EðXb1
Þ þ EðXb2

Þ þ � � � þ EðXbn Þ ð7Þ

¼ k � b
2

� �
ð8Þ

From Eqs. (4) and (8), we get the dynamic queue size (q) at steady
state as follows:

q ¼ b
2

ð9Þ

We can see that q is not expected to exceed b. With similar proba-
bility rules, we also get the variance of Xb, which is:

VðXbÞ ¼
1

12
b2

n

 !
ð10Þ

When n is sufficiently large, Xb’s distribution (i.e. Irwin-Hall distri-
bution) can be approximated as a normal distribution (by the Cen-
tral Limit Theorem). Thus for a buffer of size 500 with 1000 flows,
based on Eqs. (9) and (10), we can approximate mean as 250 and
variance as 20.83 and get the probability PðXb > 500Þ 	 0. That
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Fig. 3. Probability of misclassification by SFB.

Table 3
AQM parameter settings.

DFS maxth ¼ 1; minth ¼ 0; di ¼ 0:04; dd ¼ 0:04; freeze time ¼ 1
SFB bins ¼ 23; levels ¼ 2; increment ¼ 0:005; decrement ¼ 0:0
SFQ maxqueue ¼ 200; buckets ¼ 23
PI a ¼ 0:00001822; b ¼ 0:00001816; w ¼ 170; qref ¼ 100
means, the packet drop probability is negligible. Similar observa-
tions were made when the number of flows was increased to
100,000 and the buffer size was set to 1000 (i.e. PðXb > 1000Þ 	 0).
4.4. Comparison with Stochastic Fair BLUE (SFB) [24]

SFB uses a series of accounting bins to keep track of incoming
flows. These bins are organized in L levels, with each level consist-
ing of B bins. It uses L hash functions, each corresponding to one
level of the accounting bins. For each incoming packet, the flow
ID is mapped using each hash function and the corresponding bins
are updated. Each bins maintains a unique variable pm whose value
depends on a function of its occupancy. SBF proposes that flows
which use a higher (unfair) share of bandwidth, tend to pollute
their corresponding bins. To provide fairness, SFB rate-limits all
flows that map to those bins.

Since the number of bins is limited and constant, misclassifi-
cation of flows can take place when the number of malicious flows
0ms; b ¼ 0:05; tolerancefactor ¼ 3
01; hold time ¼ 100 ms; pbox time ¼ 50 ms; hinterval ¼ 150 s
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Fig. 5. Instantaneous queue usage during the experiment with single UDP flow with CBR.

Table 5
Variable bit rates for UDP flows.

Time (s) Traffic rate (Mbps)

0–50 2
50–110 0.08
110–150 2

Table 6
Link statistics for the experiment with multiple UDP flows with VBR.

AQM Queue stats. Link stats.

Avg. delay (ms) S.D. delay (ms) Avg. length (KB) Utilization

DFS 19.4 4.3 109 0.9989
SFB 12.3 14.8 49 0.7121
RED 9.7 4.5 54 0.9971
FRED 35.6 2.0 200 0.9990
SFQ 32.0 8.6 180 0.9990
PI 35.1 2.5 197 0.9981
BLUE 15.7 10.5 83 0.9476

AQM Throughput (Kbps)

UDP
avg.

UDP
S.D.

G-UDP
avg.

G-UDP
S.D.

TCP
avg.

TCP
S.D.

Jain’s Index
(TCP)

DFS 41 0.8 99 0.6 104 13.9 0.98
SFB 936 417.0 77 34.7 17 12.9 0.63
RED 871 4.2 77 1.2 53 23.1 0.84
FRED 278 2.3 90 0.7 89 11.9 0.98
SFQ 691 181.0 86 6.4 63 39.1 0.72
PI 889 4.4 77 1.0 52 18.9 0.88
BLUE 705 5.2 64 1.1 59 15.9 0.93
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is large. Authors of SBF provide a closed-form equation in [24] that
gives the probability that a well-behaved TCP flow gets misclassi-
fied as malicious as a function of L;B and M (number of malicious
flows).

Fig. 3 shows the probability of misclassification using their
closed-form equation for the SFB setup used in our evaluations
(Section 5). In particular we used the parameter settings shown
in Table 3 (i.e. B = 23 and L = 2). The number of malicious flows
(M) were set to 25. In this scenario, it is evident that, as M exceed
B, a significant portion of well-behaved flows can be misclassified
as malicious (i.e. a false positive of 41%).

In our experimentation with SFB (Section 5.2) we observed that
none of the well-behaved TCP flows were misclassified as
malicious. However, 6 of the 25 well-behaved UDP flows were
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misclassified as malicious (false positive = 24%). And only 6 of 25
malicious flows were accurately classified as malicious (false neg-
ative = 76%). In comparison, DFS misclassified none of the well-
behaved TCP and UDP flows as malicious and accurately identified
all the 25 malicious flows. That is, DFS exhibited no false positives
or negatives.

To explain the above results: Note that SFB keeps no per-flow
state and instead uses a series of hash functions that operate sim-
ilar to a bloom filter to categorize flows within a fixed set of bins.
This provides it the capability to look-up for each incoming packet
in constant time and space. Since DFS keeps track of per-flow state,
its operational overhead is a function of the number of active flows.
In this case, the performance lost in operational overhead is gained
by higher accuracy in malicious flow identification and lower well-
behaved flow misclassification. However, DFS uses a combination
of data structures to minimize operational overhead. It’s complex-
ity is analyzed in Section 4.1.

5. Evaluation

We conducted simulations to compare DFS with existing tech-
niques. For this purpose, we implemented DFS and its underlying
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Fig. 6. Throughput of multiple UDP flow
data structures (B-tree and Cache) with bookkeeping operations
in NS2. We compare DFS with SFB [24], RED [20], FRED [26], SFQ
[49], PI [50] and BLUE [21]. For those techniques in comparison,
we used the code provided at the publicly available source [51]
or their respective literature. Code for some AQM techniques
[24,21] was taken from the AQM&DoS Simulation Platform that
was created for the Robust Random Early Detection (RRED) algo-
rithm [34].

We consider the network setup shown in Fig. 4 for our experi-
mentation, which is similar to the one used by SFB in [24,21]. In
particular, we use a dumbbell topology that consists of sender
and receiver nodes connected to the gateway nodes G1 and G2,
respectively, via duplex links. These two gateways are connected
to each other by a duplex link, which is the bottleneck link in the
network. The links between the senders and G1 (and receivers
and G2) are 100 Mbps. The delay between the links is varied
between a certain range such that different flows have different
effective RTTs. The link between G1 and G2 has a capacity of
45 Mbps and a transmission delay of 10 ms. The bottleneck router
is housed in G1 with a buffer size of 200 KB. We use a packet size of
1 KB. The delay between the UDP sender nodes and G1 and UDP
receiver nodes and G2 is 10 ms.
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Table 3 shows the parameter settings of the various AQM tech-
niques used in our experimentation. The settings not shown in this
table are set to the defaults given in their corresponding litera-
tures. For our evaluation we conduct the following series of exper-
iments where we vary the number of flows participating in an
attack as well as their fairness behavior.

5.1. Single UDP Flow with Constant Bit Rate (CBR)

To perform a thorough comparison of DFS with others, we use
the network topology and parameters used by [24,21] for evaluat-
ing their techniques. Doing so gives us the opportunity replicate
their results as well as demonstrate the performance of DFS in their
network setup. Our setup consists of one non-responsive (UDP)
source with a CBR of 45 Mbps and 400 responsive (TCP) sources.

To make the setup closer to real-world scenarios, we extend this
setup by using variable RTT for TCP flows. The delay between the
TCP sender nodes and G1 and TCP receiver nodes and G2 is set to
a random value between 1 and 15 ms. This results in an effective
variable RTT for responsive flows between 24 and 60 ms. Support
for ECN is also enabled across all AQM techniques we evaluate.
We use TCP Selective Acknowledgment Options (TCP SACK) as
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Fig. 7. Throughput of multiple G-UDP flo
our transmission protocol for responsive flows. The transmission
protocol used by SFB in [24,21] was not mentioned in their publi-
cation. The experiment runs for 150 s and the first 50 s are ignored
so that the collected statistics are based on the steady state traffic.
Our findings are shown in Table 4.

We observe that the packet loss of the non-responsive UDP flow
when using SFB, SFQ and RED is 44.84, 43.12 and 11.06 Mbps. These
results are very close to those obtained by [21,24] during their eval-
uation (their observed packet loss was 44.84, 43.94 and 10.32 Mbps
respectively). Similarly, we observe that the UDP flow throughput
using SFB and RED is 160 and 33,955 Kbps, respectively, and is also
very close to their results (i.e. 160 and 34,680 Kbps). However, we
did observe a variation in the packet losses incurred by the TCP flows
for these three techniques and the UDP throughput for SFQ from the
results published in [21,24]. One of the reasons for this variation may
include our choice of experiment parameter values that were not
explicitly mentioned in their respective publications (e.g. TCP proto-
col used). In terms of throughput achieved by UDP flows, it is
observed that DFS is able to identify the malicious UDP flow and
throttle its throughput to 0 Kbps, which is the lowest among all.
DFS is also able to provide the highest average throughput for TCP
flows along with their Jain’s Index value [52].
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Fig. 5 shows the instantaneous queue lengths of various AQM
techniques during the entire 150 s of simulation and not just the
steady state. We observe that DFS is able to stabilize its queue
along with SFB and RED. Although RED provides a lower average
queuing delay, it incurs a significant packet loss for TCP flows.

5.2. Multiple UDP flows with Variable Bit Rates (VBR)

In our second experiment we evaluate how these AQM tech-
niques adapt to changes in throughput by malicious flows. As an
example, we evaluate whether the flows are re-classified appropri-
ately if they change their behavior from unfair to fair.

The experiment setup is similar to our previous experiment
with the following changes. We have 25 UDP flows. These UDP
flows fluctuate their traffic sending rate by being fair and unfair
at certain times during the experiment. Table 5 shows the variable
bitrates of these 25 UDP flows over time. That is, these UDP flows
send data at the rate of 2 Mbps from 0–50 s and 110–150 s. During
50–110 s they send at the rate of 0.08 Mbps which is just below the
fair rate (0.1 Mbps). We also have another set of UDP flows that
send data at the fair rate of 0.1 Mbps throughout the experiment.
We call these flows as good UDP flows (G-UDP). This experiment
Queue length (Kbytes)
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Fig. 8. Instantaneous queue usage during the ex
is conducted for 150 s. During our evaluation, the first 50 s of the
experiment are not skipped so that the entire behavior of the flows
can be observed.

Table 6 shows the link statistics of this experiment. We observe
that DFS is able to provide the highest throughput to the TCP and
G-UDP flows while stabilizing buffer usage and minimizing the
throughput of the UDP flows.

The throughput obtained by the 25 UDP flows over the duration
of the experiment is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows the performance
of DFS. We observe that soon after the experiment begins, all the
UDP flows are accurately classified as malicious and their through-
put is throttled to 0 Kbps. As they change their bitrate to 0.08 Mbps
at the 50-s mark, they are re-classified as non-malicious and their
traffic is allowed. When they change their sending rate back to
2 Mbps at 110-s mark, all of them are re-classified as malicious
and throttled to 0 Kbps accurately as before.

During SFB, we observed that only a portion of UDP flows (6 out
of 25) were identified as malicious. Moreover, SFB was unable to
re-classify these UDP flows as non-malicious when their bitrates
lowered below the fair share from 50 to 110 s. These flows can
be identified in Fig. 6(b) as being throttled with their bitrates being
sharply reduced at the 25-s mark and this continues till the end of
ueue length (Kbytes)
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the experiment. The remaining flows were not identified by SFB
and thus remained unpunished.

Similarly Fig. 6(e) shows the UDP throughput when SFQ is used.
We observed that a subset of UDP flows where throttled to approx-
imately 1 Mbps and others remained above 1.5 Mbps. The remain-
ing Fig. 6(c), (d), (f) and (g) shows the behavior of UDP flows when
RED, FRED, PI and BLUE are used respectively.

Fig. 7 shows the throughput observed by the G-UDP flows dur-
ing these AQM techniques. Fig. 7(b) shows the behavior of SFB. We
observed that 6 out of 25 G-UDP flows were misclassified as mali-
cious and their throughput was throttled down. These flows can be
identified in Fig. 7(b) as those whose throughput sharply reduces
at the 25-s mark. We can observe in Fig. 7(a) that DFS was able
to provide a steady throughput to G-UDP flows despite the change
in bitrates by the UDP flows. Other techniques shown in Fig. 7(c),
(e), (f) and (g) (excluding FRED – Fig. 7d) demonstrated variations
in throughput of G-UDP flow during the period UDP flows changed
their throughput from being unfair to fair. Similarly Fig. 8 illus-
trates the instantaneous queue usage by these techniques.
6. Conclusion

In this work, we present a proof-of-concept towards devising a
unique AQM technique that can successfully identify and mitigate
congestion oriented DoS attack traffic. We propose a novel concept
of weighted fair share that dynamically determines the fair buffer
share for each competing flow to ensure optimal fairness. This con-
cept is realized in DFS which uses a set of data structures in com-
bination to provide low operational overhead while maintaining
limited per-flow state and offer high DoS attack identification
capability. We compare the performance of DFS with various other
AQM techniques via extensive simulation in NS2. The results dem-
onstrate that DFS is able to provide a higher degree of fairness and
throughput to legitimate flows while stabilizing the router queue
length and allowing the least bandwidth to the attack traffic. As
part of an ongoing research, several extensions of DFS are being
considered. We intend to test its performance by using different
kinds of data structures for managing flow state. We also intend
to evaluate its effectiveness using real world DoS attack traces.
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